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A little birdie

Porthos Dreddmor: and ive already seen ALLOT of evidence some
reporters get all their jira's dismissed out of hand
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2010 08 03 - Second Life Wiki
~clb~ Unfortunately, there isn't allot I can do about these comments
since they seem to be coming from a completely different continent,
but before I delete them, I have printed them off and given them to
the local police.
LindenWatch: Something really bothering me
Cummere Mayo: here in the states its also got legal issues but
mainly jsut really pisses allot of us off
User:Enkidu Linden/Office Hours/2011-01-27 - Second Life Wiki

Join Date: Oct 2011
Location: West Midlands
Posts: 6

Erinyse Planer: lupey what were saying is this is a grief attack that
can cuase ALLOT of problems
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2009 05 12 - Second Life Wiki
~clb~ I also personally know one of her bosses at her currant
department.
LindenWatch: So...
Cummere Mayo darn... cause its my currant pet peeve with
firestorm
Open Development User Group/Archive/2011-03-14 - Second Life
Wiki
Erinyse Planer: soft if yould like a good writeup of my snowglobe
experiences on the currant release i can im
Bug triage/2009-08-03/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Erinyse Planer: Well why doesnt it just get downgraded? mine got
incorrcetly locked up once when my credit card failed... and that was
after a single day... depsite the socalled 10 day grace period
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2009 12 29 - Second Life Wiki
~clb~ He states that Cummere and I are the same person depsite
all evidence to the contrary.
LindenWatch: October 2011
~clb~ Depsite her name, she doesnt seem to be too deep into the
scifi/fantasy setting or the vampire setting while on duty
LindenWatch: June 2009
Cummere Mayo: its ok ill jsut add that to all my other linden inflicted
psyche scars
Cummere Mayo: jsut talk to bridie
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2008 09 09 - Second Life Wiki
Quote:

Originally Posted by Cummere Mayo
Jsut fyi, someone might want to clean out the trolling
signatures on the petition to ban the JLU.

Some of the entries on the last couple of pages really do
nothing to help it.
[2010/11/11 21:27] Porthos Dreddmor: (Saved Thu Nov 11 20:30:17
2010) hey how about you stop harrassing and slandering others on
the forum. better yet, jsut admit youre an uderage pothead and stfu
and go do whatever it is stupid retarded emo freas do
Coming Soon - Wikiality: Oh ffs
Porthos Dreddmor: if they are jsut updating the system they
shouldnt need to have a script. theres one included
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2010 08 03 - Second Life Wiki
Reporter: Porthos Dreddmor
"many people, such as myself jsut want to spend more time on
Gaea, neverwinter, or guild wars"
https://lists.secondlife.com/piperma...er/244589.html
Erinyse Planer: yall could jsut give up that idea and make ursela a
pg only continent
Erinyse Planer: well ive resigned myself to getting kicked off SL
cuase i wotn go tthat ghetto jsut to please a few idiots
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2009 05 21 - Second Life Wiki
~clb~ She jsutified this saying that BSI had had "complaints" about
Cummere while refusing to say what those complaints were.
LindenWatch: Linden Lab war against volunteer and employee critics
Reporter: Porthos Dreddmor A side benifit is this would GREATLY
enhance SL speed because it would not be constnatly calling on the
browser to open (which cases lag in most machines) or wait for the
website to send back the commands like IM, offer teleport, pay, etc.
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/V...story-tabpanel
Cummere Mayo: its also easy for the same 5-6 people to game their
roles by constnatly kudos etc eachother
Community Tools User Group/10-Mar-2011 - Second Life Wiki
Quote:

Originally Posted by Cummere Mayo
so are you. you constnatly say you know police procedure
when you so clearly do not. you throw out claims and
accusations when you can't even be bothered to read my
posts before jumping all over me.
Comment by Porthos Dreddmor [ 26/Feb/11 12:03 PM ]
Just a heads up folks. Redzone forums have been posting as
"evidence" of "greenie"" griefing that they have been getting
bombarded with teleport requests and spammed messages from
griefers
https://jira.secondlife.com/sr/jira....C&tempMax=1000
Just a heads up, https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/SVC-6807 has
been reopened twice
ZF Redzone, Disclosure of SecondLife Alts.
just a heads up yall. I had a redzone user ask for asistance to
griefing jsut to bring me into their turkish sim and attempt to scan
me... UGH ...

ZF Redzone, Disclosure of SecondLife Alts.
~clb~ Hell, I'll even pay for your ticket.
LindenWatch: Why I am laughing at Josh's attempts to find
Cummere.
~clb~ Hell being taught how to set up, configure, and use VPN's
and proxies was something I learned to do almost as soon as I
logged on the internet.
LindenWatch: Just so you understand.
[16:43] Cummere Mayo: hell i had a 7 year old laptop that ran sl
jsut finee till it died. mesh was smooth and pretty on
Simulator User Group/Transcripts/2011.02.04 - Second Life Wiki
Cummere Mayo: hell i was for them but not implimented this
stupidly
Doc Team/2010-11-03 - Second Life Wiki
Quote:

Originally Posted by Cummere Mayo
hell its not like we don't have pictures on both our
facebooks or use voice in SL all the time.
...
Hell I even have had video conferences with a couple of the
other SLRDA girls.
~clb~ It is ugly, poorly built and the dams that wre so proudly
touted by Jack Linden look worse then anything the newest, most
expereinced resident could throw together.
LindenWatch: Adult Content Policies
Porthos Dreddmor added a comment - 14/Nov/10 10:53 AM
I have had personal expereince with people using ererald, phoenix
and tools to get around my status and it was disconcering
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/S...3Aall-tabpanel
Cummere Mayo: lol thats jsut my eprsonal expereince bambers
Bug triage/2009-01-07/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Cummere Mayo
02-07-2011 12:22 AM
No I don't think irl that men are brutish or whatever. Im saying that
in my expereince in SL, that women who play women and men that
play men tend to make their avis more like the crude stereotypes.
Not all do, but many do.Why is it the most believable Women
avatars Men an... - Page 2 - Second Life
[09:48] Cummere Mayo: that would be more a snowstorm issue
anyways
[09:49] Cummere Mayo: or expereince
User:Ama Omega/archive/Office Hours/2011-02-07 - Second Life
Wiki

2 Users Said Yay!:

Asher Bertrand, Fox Stirling

15 Users Laughed:

Asher Bertrand, Astolat Dufaux, Bullet Bear, Circle Widdershins,
Coyote Momiji, Darkley, Elysium Hynes, Fox Stirling, Morgaine Alter,
Nephilaine Protagonist, Siggy, Siyu Suen, Tracer Graves, Trasee
Darkwatch, Tuesday

1 User Hugged You:

Brianna Ort

15 Users Said Thanks :
Remove Your Thanks

Astolat Dufaux, Bullet Bear, Cristiano, Elysium Hynes, Joshua
Nightshade, Mad Mouse, Mana Darkes, Morgaine Alter, Nephilaine
Protagonist, Nikita Weymann, Shiloh Lyric, Tengu Yamabushi, Tracer
Graves, Trasee Darkwatch, Tuesday

7 Users Like This:

Asher Bertrand, Deep Throat, Elysium Hynes, Fox Stirling, Morgaine
Alter, Siyu Suen, Tracer Graves
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Originally Posted by Joshua Nightshade
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Location: West
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Posts: 6

15:26] Cummere Mayo: orriginal psoter already said fixed for them
Bug triage/2008-12-03/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
[13:35] Cummere Mayo rename it to q&A and let orriginal posters be able to reply easier...
arrius Gothly/Community Tools User Group 2011-03-31 - Second Life Wiki
User
15:04] Cummere Mayo: i cant find the orriginal
Bug triage/2008-12-17/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
08:17 Cummere Mayo there is but tonya or jessica know it... I just know simone posted the
orriginal patch and tonya tweaked it
Viewer Evolution User Group/Archive/2011-03-09 - Second Life Wiki
[12:22] Cummere Mayo: only durring times other services fail do i still see this
Bug triage/2009-04-27/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Cummere Mayo just fyi durring a discussion at scrum it was made clear the issue here isnt that
they dont
Viewer Evolution User Group/Archive/2011-03-30 - Second Life Wiki
[11:07] Cummere Mayo: theres a feature request on jira soemwhere that is essentually for a
"rebake others"
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2008 09 09 - Second Life Wiki
[12:03] Cummere Mayo: now my otherone, has a few looks that are nearly all custum
User:Enkidu Linden/Office Hours/2010-07-15 - Second Life Wiki

[15:49] Cummere Mayo: bridie ild still move it to feature request since they are all asking for
custum spacing ability
Bug triage/2008-09-03/Transcript - Second Life Wiki

1 User Said Yay!:

Asher Bertrand

8 Users Said Thanks :
Remove Your Thanks

eku Zhong, Elysium Hynes, Joshua Nightshade, Julia Dis, Mad Mouse, Melodie Darwin,
Memir Quinn, Shiloh Lyric

3 Users Agreed:

Ariadne Korda, eku Zhong, Julia Dis

1 User Likes This:

Tracer Graves
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Originally Posted by Tracer Graves
hmmm, didn't really find any of the known stuff. Whoever "forwarded" the e-mail along
didn't know how to spell sugar though. Also, feel free to scan them yourselves:
This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image. The original image is sized 856x607.

Join Date: Oct 2011
Location: West
Midlands
Posts: 6

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image. The original image is sized 854x617.

Cummere Mayo: aprently anythign with 30+ votes gets transfered, everything else *poof*
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2010 08 03 - Second Life Wiki

4 Users Said Thanks :
Remove Your Thanks

Joshua Nightshade, Julia Dis, Micaela Darkwatch, Tracer Graves

1 User Likes This:

Tracer Graves
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*cough*
@BitterlysweetC Crystal
@keefieboy are you retarted or jsut a supporter of the islamic
terrorists?
@BitterlysweetC Crystal
@4y35h4 learn english you retarded terrorist prick!
[12:54] Bitterly Sweet: but it isnt suppsoed to start halfway through
Bug triage/2009-01-05/Transcript - Second Life Wiki

Join Date: Oct 2011
Location: West Midlands
Posts: 6

[15:57] Bitterly Sweet: but in sl and only sl, i cant click and object or
hud and get what im suppsoed to
Bug triage/2008-04-03/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Bitterly Sweet added a comment - 02/Apr/08 12:44 PM
I can confirm this too. Especially with objects that are suppsoed ot
make sounds, and video files triggered by scripts or objects. jestures
and music streams are ok.
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/VWR-5906
Cummere Mayo the age verification part if its suppsoed to be grated
Community Tools User Group/14-April-2011 - Second Life Wiki
[16:46] Cummere Mayo: but its actually not suppsoed to occur
anymore and every once in a while i see that land taken away... but
not near enough
Simulator User Group/Transcripts/2011.03.11 - Second Life Wiki
[15:08] Bitterly Sweet: not oepning for me either but i already have
it on an external
Bug triage/2008-04-03/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Cummere Mayo: what about this? what about a blog post, but instead
of oepning the discussion,
User:Esbee Linden/Office Hours/2010-09-08 - Second Life Wiki
[15:13] Bitterly Sweet: i tried to comment on all the ones i
expereinced but i may have missed some
Bug triage/2008-04-03/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Bitterly Sweet added a comment - 02/Apr/08 12:51 PM
I think this is a dup but yeah ive expereinced this too
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/VWR-5567
~clb~ It is ugly, poorly built and the dams that wre so proudly
touted by Jack Linden look worse then anything the newest, most
expereinced resident could throw together.
LindenWatch: Adult Content Policies
Porthos Dreddmor added a comment - 14/Nov/10 10:53 AM
I have had personal expereince with people using ererald, phoenix
and tools to get around my status and it was disconcering
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/S...3Aall-tabpanel

Cummere Mayo: lol thats jsut my eprsonal expereince bambers
Bug triage/2009-01-07/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Cummere Mayo
02-07-2011 12:22 AM
No I don't think irl that men are brutish or whatever. Im saying that
in my expereince in SL, that women who play women and men that
play men tend to make their avis more like the crude stereotypes.
Not all do, but many do.Why is it the most believable Women
avatars Men an... - Page 2 - Second Life
[09:48] Cummere Mayo: that would be more a snowstorm issue
anyways
[09:49] Cummere Mayo: or expereince
User:Ama Omega/archive/Office Hours/2011-02-07 - Second Life
Wiki
[12:22] Bitterly Sweet: hmmm ild also have her check her manual
settings for her vid card
Bug triage/2009-01-05/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Bitterly Sweet added a comment - 23/Jan/11 2:17 PM - edited
Ild much rather just see a list of addresses for webpages that can be
added to the profile so your twitter facebook plurk, blogspot, etc can
be linked without those widgets.
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/WEB-3542
[13:57] Cummere Mayo: newxt week ild like to see a rep from social
team here
Community Tools User Group/10-Feb-2011 - Second Life Wiki
Cummere Mayo ild like to say that aside from the support page for
premiums, and a few bugs, the tech
Community Tools User Group/24-Mar-2011 - Second Life Wiki
[2009/05/21 2:35] Erinyse Planer: ild agree davy...
Bug triage/2009-05-21/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
Erinyse Planer: ild go with import. as i jsut repoed it
Bug triage/2009-04-01/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
bitterly.sweet 2008-04-02 15:56:45-04
Ive had it happen on cummere mayo's desktop when i visited her.
with NOTHING else but the core operating sytem running.
her specks are
1.19.1 on cp 32 bit home
SLJiraStats : Bug: VWR-5574
Bitterly Sweet added a comment - 02/Apr/08 12:47 PM
only happens in sl to me. heres my specks
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/VWR-5520
[15:23] Cummere Mayo: and deleted it. and commenting with my
specks as SL incorrectly reads them right now
Bug triage/2008-11-19/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
[2:50] Cummere Mayo: without pulling up my other jiras i cant recall
the specks of the other two off my head

Bug triage/2009-06-11/Transcript - Second Life Wiki
8:48] Cummere Mayo: ....... lol prissa try working at one of the duel
langauge mentoring statiosn youll see the need for spellchecking
within five minutes
User:CG Linden/2009-01-06 - Second Life Wiki
Reporter: Cummere Mayo
3) happens more often when duel logged and MUCH more frequently
if another user in the same network is online.
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/VWR-25356
bitterly.sweet 2008-04-02 15:56:45-04
gig ram
duel amd 3200 pro
nividia geforce 6100 card
SLJiraStats : Bug: VWR-5574
BitterlysweetC Crystal
and lets not forget prok. Not my favorite person but [...] makes up
similarly rediculous claims about her.
[13:51] Cummere Mayo: which is why its really rediculous amanda
[13:51] Cummere Mayo: i got 2 warnings on two accounts ... for
rediculousness
Community Tools User Group/10-Mar-2011 - Second Life Wiki
Cummere Mayo added a comment - 25/Feb/11 7:43 PM
Watching this only so I can keep an eye on this. in NO WAY does my
watching imply support of this rediculous and malicious jira.
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/SVC-6780
[11:46] Erinyse Planer: and its REDICULOUS that merchants have to
[11:30] Erinyse Planer: Im sick of trying to menor new users that get
2.0 or 2.1 and then cant find anything, and then wind up goingand
getting the 1.4 viewer. its kinda rediculous people cant even find
the FILE menu
Regent Estates - Home
[11:18] Erinyse Planer: make islands reasonable and more people
might buy them. 1600 is rediculous anymore..
User:Andrew Linden/Office Hours/2009 12 29 - Second Life Wiki

1 User Said Yay!:

Coyote Momiji

10 Users Laughed:

Ayu Sura, Cubey Terra, Fox Stirling, Julia Dis, Markubis, Morgaine
Alter, Shiloh Lyric, Siggy, Sione, Tracer Graves

22 Users Said Thanks :
Remove Your Thanks

Ariadne Korda, Arilynn, Ashiri, Astolat Dufaux, Beezle Warburton, eku
Zhong, Elysium Hynes, Fox Stirling, Innula Zenovka, Joshua
Nightshade, Julia Dis, Mad Mouse, Mana Darkes, Max Herzog, Melodie
Darwin, Merlynn D, Micaela Darkwatch, Morgaine Alter, Shiloh Lyric,
Siyu Suen, Tengu Yamabushi, Tracer Graves

